
Technology Planning committee Meeting 9/21/2020 

Call to order at 12:41 

Paul checked if we could use the hands on the zoom meeting 

Approval and adoption of the agenda, Caitlyn makes a motion, Kathrine seconded 

David Patterson would like to change lighting up to providing, Grace changed 

Approval of minutes, David makes a motion to approve, Kathrine is seconding 

Motion passed, Grace welcomed new member Kadija Nakhuda 

Student trustee for ASCOM, Nursing major, love to travel. 

Announcement Carol Hildebrand is returning to the committee. 

Carol has a standing meeting at this point, trying a doodle pole to try and get a consensus of the items. 

Discussion of the new charge to include language to make it address equality and equity in the plan.  
David had some suggestions to the wording.  Paul and David will work together.  Paul to edit with David. 

Where the job ends, as a faculty member where does the IT support.  Caitlyn suggested she could not 
get enough equipment from the school as a faculty, and Matt mentioned that IT has issues trying to 
determine the ext3ent that the internet and personal devices and personal internet connections. 

Grace asked if school handled out laptops get more support than the personal laptops. 

David suggested that if IT can help they can if they can’t they cannot. 

Matt mentioned that the IT supplied devices are able to be supported easier and more completely than 
personal devices. 

Grace asked if the more district provided devices would be easier? And if the age-related information 
would be helpful with the process 

Khadija suggested that the students are fed Chromebooks in some scenarios but only use their personal 
devices. 

Katherine suggested that personal devices are more used than the assigned  

Matt Howard mentioned that the personal computers are designed to be used and that Chromebooks 
while cheap are not useful 

Matt Kent mentioned that the ESL students are the most underserved and requested group for 
technology needs. 

Matt Kent explained that the distribution program is passing over 300 laptops out, Sometimes the only 
solution for the laptops to get special software 

Matt Howard mentioned that the Comm Ed community needs equity as well as the ESL student 
population 



Paul moved to skip item 3 in the agenda, all agreed. 

Katherine offered to try and put some special info about IT support on the web portal, Matt Howard 
suggested that ASCOM formally ask Patrick Ekouo Touto for the webpage 

Discussions of the time to try and accommodate, Carol Hildebrand is asking us to change our time to 
accommodate her.  The committee did a doodle to try and find a new schedule but after many 
discussions it was not able to accommodate that the time change, Paul to discuss with Carol. 

Katherine asked to adjourn the meeting, Andy seconded at 1:39 

 


